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Sample Paper Class VI  

Subject – Computer Science  

Time: 3 hrs            MM: 80  

General Instructions: 

i. All questions are compulsory.. 

ii. Try to attempt the questions in the same sequence as they appear in the paper. 

iii. Answer the questions after carefully reading the text. 

Q1  Multiple Choice Questions       [10x1=10]  

     

i. It is a temporary storage area for information that you have copied or moved from one place and 

plan to use somewhere else 

a. Clipboard   b.  Blackboard   c.  Whiteboard  

d. Greenboard 

  

ii. Name the view in which transition effects can be seen . 

 

a. Slide Sorter  b. Notes Pages  c. Slide Show  d. Normal 

iii.  How many columns are available in Calc sheet? 

a. 1,6384   b. 10,4850  c. 10,48,576  d. 167899 

 

iv. In LibreOffice Calc, Which function is used to perform addition of a range in a cell? 

a.  Sum   b. Autosum  c. Addition   d. Total 

 

v.  Name the toolbar which appears after inserting a table in impress. 

 

a. Table   b. Chart  c. Table Formatting d Picture 

 

vi. It refers to the positioning of text in a table cell. 

 

a.    Alignment   b. Formatting   c .Table Style  d. Chart Wall 

 

vii. Which tab do we use to create a new address list in Mail Merge? 

 

a.    Use an existing list  b. Select from contact c. Select Different Address List 

 d. Create New Address list 

 

viii. An application that is used to burn , copy and  erase CD/DVD.  

 

a. Bleachbit   b. Shotwell  c. RhythmBox  d. Brasero 
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ix. Name the person who coined the term Software  

 

a. John McCarthy b. John W. Tukey c. John von Neumann   d. Lady Ada Lovelace 

  

x.  A student wants to create a ‘Digital Story Teller’ on the famous storyline ‘Rabbit & the Tortoise’. He 

has downloaded some images of Rabbit, Tortoise and forest. He wants to add background music, voice 

over and animation. Which one of the office tool he should use: 

a. Word Processing Software b. Presentation Software  c. Spreadsheet Software d. Notepad 

 

Q2. Write the steps for the following        [4x2=8] 

i. To resize the height and width of a window 

ii. To record your voice on the computer  

 

Q3.  Fill in the blanks          [8x1=8] 

  

i.  ____________is located at the top of sheet in the Calc workspace  

ii. ________________area displays the location of the cell pointer   

iii. By default , a calc spreadsheet displays _____________number of sheet(s) at the bottom,  

iv.  By default , text is ______________aligned in a cell 

v The shortcut menu in calc is also known as ________________ 

vi.  _________________key helps us to move between fields while typing the data. 

vii.  In Impress, Chart button is present on the_________________toolbar 

viii.   ______________determine the movement of an object on the slide during nimation 

  

Q4  Write the function key or key combination of the following statements:[6x1=6]  

i. To go to a specific cell   

ii. To save a file  

iii. To open the format cells dialog box.   

iv. To quit Rhythm box completely  

v. To insert a hyperlink in a presentation  

vi. To move the cell pointer to  the previous cell       

  

Q5 Name the menu with its option for the following statements:  [6x1=6]  

  

a) To add a new sheet    
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b) To add a new row    

c) To change the date and time format  

d) To execute the mail merge option  

e) To change the data of the chart 

f) To change the chart type 

 

Q6  Define the following terms:         [6x1=6]  

      

i. Range   

ii. Record   

iii. Field   

iv. Syntax   

v. Brasero   

vi. Functions  

 

Q7 Answer the following questions in one line:     [10x1=10]  

   

i. Technoware Systems wants to train its sales personnel so that they can create a slideshow for their 

customers showing the product range offered by the company. State two features of presentation 

software that will make the presentation interesting.    

ii. What will be the cell address of the cell formed by the intersection of the seventh column and the 

tenth row?    

iii. Which extra hardware is required to record voice in the computer in a Sound Recorder feature of 

Edubuntu?           

iv. What is the default extension of a spreadsheet created using a LibreOfficeCalc package?  

v. How would you refer to the range starting from 3rd column, 5th row and spread till 8th column and 

6throw?           

vi. The contents of Cell AA1, AB1, AC1 and AD1 are 50, 60, 70 & 80 respectively. What formula 

will you use to add the contents in cell AE1.         

vii. Name any two types of data that can be entered in LibreOfficeCalc  

viii. Name any two commonly used functions in Calc     

ix. Name the button available in formatting toolbar of LibreOffice Calc, which merges the cells, and 

places the contents in the centre.  

x. In Spreadsheet software, what is the column immediately next to column "Z"?  

 

Q8.  Study the Image and answer the questions:     [4x1=4] 
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a) Name the feature used to generate the series Jan, Feb, Mar…………   

b) What is the present content of the Name box?      

c) What is the present content of the formula bar?       

d) What formula will you use to add all the consumables values in cell C9?  

Q9 How will incorporate the following features in LibreOffice Impress :  [2x1=2]   

i) Add a movie clip in the 5th slide.    

ii) Connect Slide 4 to Slide 9 directly.    

Write menu with its option ofLibreOffice Impress package using which she can achieve this. 

Q10. Ria has created a chart in LibreOfficeImpress. Identify the name of the components which she has 

used while creating  the following  chart.       2  

     

 

 

i. What is the Chart Title mentioned in above chart ?   

ii. Where Legend is placed in the above chart?     
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Q11. Differentiate between the following :      (3x2=6) 

i. Sheet and Spreadsheet 

ii. Record and field 

Q12 Class Teacher of Class VI A has created following mark sheet for her class. Identify the  

name of tools which she has used while creating a table for the following statements 

            (5)  

MARKSHEET 

RollNo. Name Hindi English Maths 

101 Ajay 50 70 60 

102 Anika 60 78 90 

103 Navin 80 79 76 

104 Shallu 90 67 79 

 

i. To evenly distribute the amount of space to the selected cells   

ii. To merge the content of first row that contains  ‘MARKSHEET’  

iii. To apply the inbuilt table styles  

iv. To format font, font effects, borders and background of the table  

v. How many rows and columns she would have used to create the above table? 

 

Q13.  Answer the following questions :         

  

i. Write any one feature of LibreOfficeCalc .      1 

ii. Write the three steps involved in Mail Merge .     2 

   

iii. Slide transition and Custom animation are two options available in Libre Office Impress. How 

they are different from each other?       2 

    

iv. Write any two utilities of workspaces       2 

     


